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1 Meeting a Need afford
loan
profit
prosper
risk
savings
scarce
wages

  Approaching   jut, nick, tent, sung, stuff, bend, damp, cot, fling, sock, 
gush, scan, track, rough, stump, rust, lamp, pest, lead, dove

  On Level   jut, nick, tenth, shrug, stuff, sense, damp, cot, fling, notch, 
gush, scan, batch, rough, stump, tough, laugh, guess, lead, dove

  Beyond   credit, summit, tenth, shrugged, slumped, sense, stranded, 
orally, fling, notch, gushing, scanned, batches, roughly, stump, tougher, 
blond, guess, lead, dove

2 Trial and Error accomplish
anxious
assemble
decipher
distracted
navigate
options
retrace

  Approaching   paste, bride, shave, spine, leash, heat, greet, see, paid, 
coach, theme, pride, oak, grow, spoke, folks, gain, gray, tow, grind

  On Level   paste, bride, shave, spice, greed, plead, greet, heap, paid, 
coach, theme, type, oak, growth, yolk, folks, aim, prey, tow, grind

  Beyond   paste, wildcats, parade, spices, greedy, pleaded, succeed, heap, 
tornado, coach, theme, lifetime, crowing, growth, yolk, upbeat, claimed, 
prey, tow, grinding

3 Seeing for 
Yourself 

debris
emphasis
encounter
generations
indicated
naturalist
sheer
spectacular

  Approaching   tuna, duty, lose, few, choose, soon, troop, look, hood, 
hooks, booth, handbook, prove, mute, amuse, cartoon, due, view, bruise, 
music

  On Level   tuna, duty, lose, few, doom, bamboo, soothe, crooks, hoof, 
hooks, booth, handbook, prove, mute, amuse, plume, hue, view, bruise, 
union

  Beyond   spruce, reduce, toucan, chewy, soothe, bamboo, accuse, crooks, 
statue, woodpeckers, deciduous, handbook, proved, recruit, raccoon, 
plume, hue, viewpoint, bruise, union
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4 Inventions breakthrough
captivated
claimed
devices
enthusiastically
envisioned
passionate
patents

  Approaching   heart, bear, roar, squares, swore, chart, scorn, starch, your, 
stare, carve, thorn, marsh, force, harsh, scare, board, hairy, course, rare

  On Level   heart, swear, aboard, squares, swore, chart, scorn, starch, 
source, fare, barge, thorn, marsh, force, harsh, scarce, coarse, flare, 
course, sword

  Beyond   heartfelt, swear, aboard, awareness, explore, uproar, scorned, 
starch, source, fare, barge, escorts, parched, forcefully, sparsely, scarce, 
coarse, flared, portfolios, swords

5 New Technology access
advance
analysis
cite
counterpoint
data
drawbacks
reasoning

  Approaching   word, nerve, squirt, verb, surf, curl, work, stern, curve, 
burn, blurt, thirst, spur, learn, shirt, stir, nurse, bird, swerve, learn

  On Level   word, nerve, squirt, verse, surf, lurk, work, stern, spurts, lurch, 
blurt, thirst, spur, learning, shirt, midterm, return, squirm, swerve, yearns

  Beyond   wordsmith, earthworm, squirrel, verse, surface, lurk, working, 
western, spurts, lurch, urban, thirsty, courage, learning, shirt, plural, 
return, squirm, swerve, yearns
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